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Celebrate the 75th anniversary of Marvel Comics with this action packed poster book featuring

Marvelâ€™s most iconic comic book covers.For over seventy-five years, Marvel Comics has been

thrilling fans with iconic comic book covers that perfectly capture the dynamic characters and

explosive situations that make the Marvel universe so compelling. This poster book brings together

forty covers from Marvelâ€™s most memorable issues, from Spider-Manâ€™s striking debut in

Amazing Fantasy #15 to the first installment of Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars. Each poster is

easy to remove and perfect for displaying.
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The quality and size of the posters are fantastic although some of the choices leave a lot to be

desired. As the previous reviewer pointed out, it's 40 posters but 20 pages so you have to make

some hard choices. The major problem is that the posters are alphabetical by comic title, so if you're

an Avengers or X-Men fan, you are definitely not getting all their posters. One particularly egregious

one is the page with FF#1 backed with FF#49, so you either take the iconic first issue or the story

with Galactus's first appearance. More thought should have gone into the design. Anyway, since

they don't list it here, this is what you get (/ indicates either/or)Amazing Fantasy #15/Amazing

Spider-Man #129Avengers #4/Avengers #57Avengers #87/Avengers #162Avengers #175/Avengers

#223Captain America #1/Captain America #117Daredevil #181/Doctor Strange #10Fantastic Four

#1/Fantastic Four #49Fantastic Four #57/Guardians Of The Galaxy #1Giant-Size Avengers



#4/Giant-Size X-Men #1Incredible Hulk #1/Incredible Hulk #181Hulk King-Size Special #1/Iron-Man

#128Journey Into Mystery #83/Ghost Rider #5Moon Knight #23/Nick Fury - Agent Of Shield

#4Power-Man & Iron Fist #50/Secret Wars #1Silver Surfer #4/Thor #337Tales To Astonish

#35/Tales To Astonish #44Wolverine (LS) #1/X-Men #1X-Men 101/Uncanny X-Men #136Uncanny

X-Men #141/Kree Skrull War #2 (Wraparound cover)Also, the book says "easy to remove". They're

not. Prepare to be careful with a boxcutter or x-acto knife.All-in-all, worth it if you just want 5 or 10

posters, but you may be a little perturbed at the only Spideys being back-to-back, a pretty generic

Iron-Man, choosing between looking at Thor or Ghost Rider, and the gray Hulk over the

Hulk/Wolverine cover.

The posters are nice but they are double-sided so you can only use half of them for wall art. Also, if

you are looking for heroic art of Iron Man then don't look here. The only Iron Man cover is one

where he is struggling with alcohol. The posters are 11 3/4" X 16 1/2".

I picked this up hoping it would be like the DC Comics posterbook, but was kind of let down with

what I got. The posters in this book are bigger by a couple inches, but unlike the DC book, the

posters are back to back rather than one poster per page, so if you want to display the posters like I

did, you have to choose which cover you want to show. Also, the DC book's pages were perforated

for easy removal while this book claims the same, but the pages are glued in so you might tear a

few of the pages while pulling them out and you have to remove the glue from the edges. The

covers are transferred over to poster size and the color is rich, but there aren't many current covers

as in the case of the DC book which covered the big covers over the course of its 75 year history.

All in all a good book but it could have been better.

I love the posters. However, they are double-sided. I purchased them to use as wallpaper and

ended up having to buy two books so that I could use all the posters. They are durable and of good

quality.

Made a great gift for a 15 year old boy. Only negative is the pages are printed on both sides so you

have to pick the poster you like best to hang up.
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